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was blinded in one eye after being struck by a pellet from an airgun. A spokesman for the World Organization for Animal
Health says the Chinese company is unknown as yet, but there are many similar cases elsewhere. This year, in eastern Germany,
two people were blinded by pellets shot by the same kind of gun used in the shooting in Texas. A spokesman for the World
Organization for Animal Health has said the Chinese company is not known, but there are many similar cases elsewhere. The
group has raised the world’s concern about shooting pellets. Edward Tinsley is an Ophthalmology consultant at Moorfields Eye
Hospital. “Any airgun pellets can travel into the eye,” he said. “The ballistics of pellets in the eye is that they often go on a
retrograde route, which means they travel from the back of the eye into the front of the eye. It’s a very common injury, you
think of a pellet going into the eye and being hurled out again, but in fact it is often a pretty significant damage to the eye.”
Experts say that the particular gun used in the Texas shooting is very special. “That pellet was probably fired from a springoperated pellet airgun,” said the spokesman from the WHO. And there are many similar cases around the world. More than a
hundred people were blinded in New Zealand by pellets shot from a spring-operated pellet airgun. In the UK, about 15 people
were reported blinded by pellets shot from pellet guns in 2009. In Argentina, around 20 people were blinded by pellets shot in
2010. Last year, in the small Italian town of Flero, near Rome, a man was blinded by a pellet shot by a man he was trying to
defend himself. The man-to-man shooting was taking place outside his home. The same type of pellet was used in all those
cases. In Texas, the pellet was shot from a pellet gun used by a hunter, who shot at some migrating birds that had wandered onto
his yard. The pellet hit a police officer and blinded him in one eye. The German police spokesman says he is 1cb139a0ed
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